**USAutomatic**

**PATRIOT**

Swing Gate Operator

3 Year Warranty

Battery powered charged with AC or Solar

For Residential, Light Commercial, Farm and Ranch Use

---

**SWING GATES UP TO 16 FEET AND 800 LBS**

---

**INCLUDES**

- Heavy Duty – 12 Vdc - 24in Stroke Linear Actuator
- Pre-wired solar friendly LCR dual channel receiver
- 2 - LCR 2 button transmitters Included
- Mounting Hardware
- Photo Eye - through Beam for reliability
- Battery Charger (AC or Solar)

*Solar option allows for remote installation

**FEATURES**

- Stainless Steel Actuator
- Selectable Soft Stop
- Independent Gate 1 and Gate 2 sensitivity adjustments
- Single or Dual gate compatible
- Designed to Operate with all types of accessories
- Photo eye transmitter is battery powered or hardwired
- Photo Eye Power Management (PEPM) solar friendly software
- Battery powered providing real battery backup. Not just 1 cycle
- Gate travel speed ~12 seconds
- 5 Year Warranty on Control Board
- 3 Year Warranty on Other Components

---

Includes 1 Pair of Through Beam Photo Eyes

---

USAutomatic, LLC   170 Valley Ridge Blvd   Lewisville, TX 75057   (888) 204-0174

WWW.USAUTOMATIC.COM